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evie's long-term goal is to marry a millionaire. with the backing of her mentally challenged father, she begins her plan to achieve this goal -
seducing wealthy men. we are introduced to the five male characters evie encounters on her way to her goal.evie's attempts to seduce a
millionaire fall through, until she meets two charming men - one a wealthy but lonely doctor, and the other a repulsive investment banker.
when evie falls for these men, she makes her most audacious move to date: she writes to her father, begging him to let her marry one of
the men. her father agrees, and the three of them marry. an adaptation of the well-known broadway musical, with a cast mostly acting in
their musical roles, this film retains the story and characters of the original, while also being almost exactly the same. the original musical
opened on broadway in 1957, and made a star of its lead, gwen verdon, as well as earning a pulitzer prize and a tony award.verdon, who

was an understudy for elaine stritch in the original broadway production, is the only original cast member to reprise her role. the role of the
headstrong heroine gwen is played by amy ryan, who has a similar cocky self-assurance to verdon. the handsome leading man is played by

andy karl, who again shares a similar cocky self-assurance with verdon, as well as a cherubic face. nick nolte portrays an outwardly
unassuming, but emotionally volatile drummer for verdon's band. vittorio gassman, who won an oscar for his performance in 1960's la dolce

vita, plays the sinister don giovanni, a salon owner with a sordid history and a penchant for both sex and violence.
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